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Abstract

Existing production planning models plan throughput to meet customer demand. However, there are limitations, such as a lack of quantitative correlation between process parameters and throughput shortage and emphasis on qualitative exercises in productivity improvements to recover throughput shortage. Most notably, recent developments show little attention is paid to quantitative means of throughput shortage recovery. This will result in jeopardizing the goal of meeting the demand. The study aims at developing and validating a production planning model incorporating throughput shortage recovery using mathematical programming. The literature review identifies opportunities such as the inclusion of process parameters and throughput shortage in the production planning model, which are integrated to develop a feasible production planning model. The study objectives are to perform throughput estimation and recover throughput shortage in a series of processes. The model encompasses three stages. In the first stage, the mathematical model of make span is developed as a function of process parameters for a series of processes. The mathematical model is formulated based on simulation data using statistical software (JMP). In the second stage, the mathematical model of planned throughput is formulated from the mathematical model of make span and validated with simulation-optimization throughput and mathematical programming throughput. In the third stage, a two-stage production planning model utilizes the mathematical model of planned throughput and mathematical programming to search for optimized process parameters to meet both planned throughput and throughput shortage. In the first stage of production planning, the model compares planned throughput with actual throughput for each day to identify actual throughput shortage. If there is a throughput shortage, on the subsequent day at the 2nd stage of production planning, the mathematical programming search for optimized process parameters to estimate attained throughput that can at least meet the projected throughput. The projected throughput is the summation of planned throughput from the current day and the actual throughput shortage from the previous day. If there is a throughput shortage available, the mathematical programming procedure for the next day is repeated. The simulated throughput shortage at 2nd stage of production is further carried forward to the subsequent day for the mathematical programming to estimate the attained throughput that can meet the projected throughput. If there is no simulated throughput shortage, the 2nd stage of production planning is terminated, and the 1st stage of production planning is repeated for the subsequent day. The mathematical programming in this study is to adjust process parameter values within the range of the allowable values when there is a throughput shortage. The model is validated in a manufacturing system for a period. The results show that, compared to existing production planning models with no throughput shortage recovery, the proposed model can reduce accumulated throughput shortage incurred over each period. The study introduces the novelty of formulating multiple processes parameters in mathematical programming to recover throughput shortage at the 2nd stage of production planning. The streamlining of the throughput shortage reduction approach indirectly enables manufacturers to reduce inventory buffers, optimize cycle time, and meet customer due dates.
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